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With the decrease in the number of students getting into its programmes, the undergraduate department of Applied Physics and Nuclear Engineering bids the School its last farewell. Next fall, it starts its sojourn as a graduate department.

APNE’s Class of 1990 has twelve seniors who have spent many sleepless nights and change because of homework. Prof. Novick’s notorious Quantum Mechanics class has problem sets that have everything to do with everything except the classwork. “Impossible,” exclaims one exasperated senior.

Solution sets for the homework are available in the department office. Please pay at the secretary’s desk.

Happy Hour was during Electronics Lab with Prof. Brown who graciously and cheerfully partook in the Bacchanalian tradition of bringing beer to class. Students plus Prof. Brown himself took turns in contributing to the class’ “well-being” by pouring their weekly libations for the gods and goddesses. (It’s for that midterm that I surely bombed.)

For its last year, let’s raise our glasses (or beer bottles) and make a toast for a department so radiant and bright!